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ABSTRACT: At the forefront of research on language are new data demonstrating infants’ strategies in the early acquisition of language. The data show that
infants perceptually “map” critical aspects of ambient language in the first
year of life before they can speak. Statistical and abstract properties of speech
are picked up through exposure to ambient language. Moreover, linguistic experience alters infants’ perception of speech, warping perception in a way that
enhances native-language speech processing. Infants’ strategies are unexpected and unpredicted by historical views. At the same time, research in three additional disciplines is contributing to our understanding of language and its
acquisition by children. Cultural anthropologists are demonstrating the universality of adult speech behavior when addressing infants and children across
cultures, and this is creating a new view of the role adult speakers play in bringing about language in the child. Neuroscientists, using the techniques of modern brain imaging, are revealing the temporal and structural aspects of
language processing by the brain and suggesting new views of the critical period for language. Computer scientists, modeling the computational aspects of
childrens’ language acquisition, are meeting success using biologically inspired
neural networks. Although a consilient view cannot yet be offered, the crossdisciplinary interaction now seen among scientists pursuing one of humans’
greatest achievements, language, is quite promising.
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Linguistic experience; Motherese; Informatics; Artificial intelligence; Brain
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INTRODUCTION
A large-scale scientific experiment is currently under way at universities around
the world. Centers housing interdisciplinary research are being formed, supporting
the widespread belief that collaborations among scientists with different basic training and approaches will promote cutting-edge discoveries. At the University of
Washington, we have formed such a center, the Center for Mind, Brain, and Learning
(CMBL, pronounced “symbol”), to foster cross-disciplinary collaboration on the
study of human development.
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CMBL scientists come not only from the fields of developmental psychology and
the speech and hearing sciences, disciplines with a focus on children, but also include neuroscientists, computer scientists, geneticists, linguists, evolutionary and
molecular biologists, anthropologists, engineers, informatics specialists, musicians,
and educational researchers. Our goal is to understand how biology and culture cooperate to produce the young child’s remarkable linguistic, cognitive, and social
skills and the implications of those findings for society.
Language is an example of the kind of problem tackled by CMBL scientists. The
last half of the 20th century has produced a revolution in our understanding of language and its acquisition. At the forefront of this revolution on language are new
facts about its development in young infants. Behavioral studies of infants across
cultures and languages, first undertaken in the early 1970s, have provided valuable
information about the initial state of the mechanisms underlying speech perception,
and more recently have revealed infants’ use of unexpected learning strategies in the
mastery of language during the first year of life. The learning strategies—
demonstrating infants’ statistical, probabilistic, distributional, and other computational skills— are unexpected and unpredicted by historical theories. The results are
creating a new view of language and its relationship to the mind.
These findings on the psychology of language are enhanced by work in three other disciplines: cultural anthropology, computer science, and neuroscience. The goal
of this chapter is to describe the research on language across the four disciplines and
to discuss the extent to which a coherent view is emerging. Language is a defining
characteristic of our species, a topic that has attracted a wide variety of scientists.
It is a good test of the notion that consilience may emerge from cross-disciplinary
collaboration.
The four disciplines take very different approaches to language. Psychologists
study the babies themselves. Cultural anthropologists examine the ways in which
adults across cultures play a role in bringing about language in the child. Computer
scientists program computers to respond to language, and in the process try to model
what babies do when they acquire language. Finally, neuroscientists examine the
brain using new technology: positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) in adult
studies and event-related potentials (ERPs) in both infants and adults. The brain
studies are expected to reveal not only the systems involved in language processing,
but also how the brain codes language information, a topic with implications for critical periods in biology. Other branches of neuroscience, neurology and molecular biology, contribute through the study of individuals with language impairments, both
inherent and acquired, with the expectancy that research will lead to models of treatment and intervention.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE
The last decade has produced surprising new data on language and its acquisition.
Studies of infants across languages and cultures have produced a description of the
innate state of the mechanisms underlying language, and more recently, have revealed infants’ unexpected learning strategies once they are exposed to language.
The learning strategies— demonstrating pattern perception, statistical learning, and
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a “warping” of perception brought about by exposure to a specific language — are
not predicted by historical theories. The results have led to a new view of language
acquisition, one that accounts for both the initial state of linguistic knowledge in infants and infants’ extraordinary ability to learn simply by listening to ambient language. The new view reinterprets the critical period for language and helps explain
certain paradoxes — why infants, for example, with their immature cognitive systems, far surpass adults in acquiring a new language.
Historical Theoretical Positions
In the last half of the 20th century, debate on the origins of language was ignited
by a highly publicized exchange between a strong nativist and a strong learning theorist. In 1957, the behavioral psychologist B. F. Skinner proposed a learning view in
his book Verbal Behavior, arguing that language, like all animal behavior, was an
“operant” that developed in children as a function of external reinforcement and
careful parental shaping.1 By Skinner’s account, infants learn language as a rat
learns to press a bar — through the monitoring and management of reward contingencies. Noam Chomsky, in a review of Verbal Behavior, took a very different theoretical position.2,3 Chomsky argued that traditional reinforcement learning had
little to do with humans’ abilities to acquire language. He posited a “language faculty” that included innately specified constraints on the possible forms human language could take. Chomsky argued that infants’ innate constraints for language
included specification of a universal grammar and universal phonetics.
The two approaches took strikingly different positions on all the critical components of a theory of language acquisition: (a) the initial state of knowledge, (b) the
cause of developmental change, and (c) the role played by ambient language heard
by the child. In Skinner’s view, no innate information was necessary, developmental
change was cause by reward contingencies, and language input could not, by itself,
cause language to emerge. In Chomsky’s view, infants possessed innate knowledge
of language, development constituted growth of the “language module,” and language input triggered a particular pattern from among those innately provided.
Tests on the Building Blocks of Speech: Phonetic Units
The original theorists had not studied babies, and when experimental tests were
initiated, they focused on phonetic perception, perception of the consonants and
vowels that make up words. Like grammar, phonetics demonstrates the dual patterning unique to language. A finite set of primitives (phonetic units, made up of subphonetic features) can be combined to create an infinite set of words or word-like
strings that are legal combinations in a particular language (just as a finite set of
words can be combined to create an infinite number of sentences).
Languages contain between 25 and 40 phonetic units, and their phonetic inventories differ dramatically. For example, French uses many “front-rounded” vowels,
such as /y/ (produce American English “ee” and then hold that tongue position while
rounding your lips to produce an “oo” vowel). English uses predominantly unrounded vowels, and Swedish uses both. Language perception requires learning which
phonetic units are used in the language, and mastering the rules for their combination
to form words.

FIGURE 1. Vocal tract positions (top) and spectrographic displays (bottom) for the vowels /i/ as in “heat,” /a/ as in “hot,” and /u/ as in
“hoot.” Formant frequencies, regions in the frequency spectrum in which the concentration of energy is high, are marked for each formant.
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FIGURE 2. Display of running speech showing the formant frequencies and the fundamental frequency (pitch) of the voice over time. Increases in pitch mark primary stress in the utterance. (Reproduced with permission from Allyn and Bacon.173)
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Experiments have shown that the critical information listeners use to perceive
phonetic units are contained in the formant frequencies of speech, regions of the frequency spectrum in which the concentration of energy is high. Formant frequencies
can be easily seen in three vowels that are universal in the world’s languages, /i/ as
in “heat,” /a/ as in “hot,” and /u/ as in “hoot” (FIG. 1). Formant differences are much
more difficult to discern, however, when close vowels such those in the words “cot,”
“caught,” and “cat” are analyzed. Each talker’s vocal tract differs in size and shape,
so when close vowels like these are measured, the formant frequencies overlap considerably, making it impossible to specify an exact formant pattern that will be perceived as a particular vowel.4 Moreover, phonetic units vary acoustically when
placed in different phonetic contexts5 or when spoken at different rates of speech,6
factors that vary constantly in spoken speech. Infants have to overcome these problems to distinguish words in speech.
In ongoing speech, additional complications occur. Unlike written language, running speech has no breaks or pauses between words (FIG. 2). The formant frequencies found in isolated vowels (FIG. 1) are never in steady state when talkers actually
speak. Prosodic cues come into play when syllables and words are strung together to
form sentences. Across syllables, relative changes in pitch, loudness, and duration
provide information about the overall stress pattern of words, patterns that are
unique to a given language. In English, for example, words with a strong/weak pattern, with emphasis on the first syllable rather than the second, are typical (e.g., baseball, popcorn, apple, grandpa). Many other languages use a fixed-stress pattern
which has either stress on the first syllable of every word (e.g., Finnish) or on the
penultimate syllable (e.g., Polish).7 Pitch changes over time identify the intonation
contour of a sentence, which in English differentiates between a question and a statement. Intonation also marks syntactic junctures, such as the ends of major phrases
and clauses, and these landmarks aid speech processing (e.g., see Wingfield, Lombardi, and Sokol8). In other languages, pitch and intonation are used differently; in
Mandarin Chinese, for example, pitch changes alone can signal a change in word
meaning.9
Initial Findings and Theories
Any theory of language acquisition has to specify how infants parse the auditory
world to make the critical units of language available. The first experiments on infants asked whether infants could discern differences between the phonetic units
used in the world’s languages. Experiments in the ‘70s and ‘80s demonstrated convincingly across laboratories that infants were adept at speech discrimination. Virtually every phonetic contrast tested was shown to be discriminated by infants (see
Jusczyk10 for summary). Interestingly, however, the data also demonstrated that the
partitioning of the phonetic units of speech is not limited to humans nor, when nonspeech is used with human listeners, limited to speech.
The evidence derived from tests of categorical perception.5 When adult listeners
were tested on a continuum that ranges from one syllable (such as “bat”) to another
(“pat”), perception appeared absolute. Adults discriminated phonetic units that
crossed the “phonetic boundary” between categories but not stimuli that fell within
a category. The phenomenon was language-specific; Japanese adults, for example,
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failed to show a peak in discrimination at the phonetic boundary of an American English /ra-la/ series (as in “rake” vs. “lake”).11
Categorical perception provided an opportunity to test whether infants could
parse the basic units of language, and discrimination tests confirmed that they did.
Infants discriminated only between stimuli from different phonetic categories.12–14
Moreover, unlike adults, infants demonstrated the effect for the phonetic units of all
languages.15,16 Eimas hypothesized that infants’ abilities reflected innate “phonetic
feature detectors” that evolved for speech and theorized that infants are biologically
endowed with neural mechanisms that respond to the phonetic contrasts employed
by the world’s languages.17
Experimental tests on nonhuman animals altered this conclusion.18,19 Animals
also exhibited categorical perception; they demonstrated perceptual “boundaries” at
locations where humans perceive a shift from one phonetic category to another 18,19
and, in tests of discrimination, showed peaks in sensitivity that coincided with the
phonetic boundaries employed by languages.20–22 The results were subsequently
replicated in a number of species.23,24 Recently, additional tests on infants and monkeys revealed similarities in their perception of the prosodic cues of speech as well.25
Two conclusions were drawn from the original comparative work.26 First, infants’ parsing of the phonetic units at birth appears to be a discriminative capacity
that can be accounted for by a general auditory processing mechanism, rather than
one that evolved specifically for language. Infants’ abilities to differentiate the units
of speech did not imply a priori knowledge of the phonetic units themselves, merely
the capacity to detect differences between them, which was constrained in an interesting way.18,19,27 (See also Ramus et al.25) Second, in the evolution of language,
acoustic differences detected by the auditory perceptual processing mechanism were
seen as providing a strong influence on the selection of phonetic units used in language. In this view, particular auditory dimensions and features were exploited in the
evolution of the sounds used in languages.18,26,27 This ran counter to two prevailing
views at the time: (a) the view that phonetic units themselves were innately prespecified in infants, and (b) the view that language evolved in humans without continuity
with lower species.
Categorical perception was also demonstrated with nonspeech stimuli that mimicked speech features without being perceived as speech, in both adults28,29 and infants.30 This finding supported the view that domain-general mechanisms, rather
than language-specific ones, were responsible for infants’ initial partitioning of the
phonetic units of language.
Is Developmental Change Based on Selection?
Early models of speech perception were selectionist in nature. Theorists argued
that an innate neural specification of all possible phonetic units allowed selection of
a subset of those units to be triggered by language input.17,31 The notion was that linguistic experience produced either maintenance or loss. Detectors stimulated by ambient language were maintained, while those not stimulated by language input
atrophied.
Developmental studies on infants initially supported this view. Werker and her
colleagues demonstrated that, by 12 months of age, infants no longer discriminate
nonnative phonetic contrasts, even though they did so at six months of age.32 The
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finding was intially interpreted as a “loss” of a subset of phonetic units initially specified, supporting the selectionist view. Further studies indicated there is not an immutable loss of phonetic discrimination for nonnative units; adults do not perform at
chance when tested on foreign language contrasts.33 These findings on adults left
open the possibility that the “maintenance” aspect of the selectionist model was correct. Infants started life with a capacity for phonetic discrimination that was either
maintained or decreased, depending on linguistic experience.
The alternative to an “innate-specification + maintenance” view is that infants begin with keen discriminative capacities but not an innate specification of phonetic
units. What happens next, in this view, is that infants engage in an extraordinary
“mapping” of language input.34–36 This takes a different view of the developmental
process, one in which exposure to ambient language is critical and infants’ capacities
to perceive order in language input, extraordinary.
To become a serious contender as a view of language acquisition, this view required evidence that infants exhibited genuine developmental change, not merely
maintenance of an initial ability. To test the maintenance notion, studies were conducted in my laboratory on infants between 6 and 12 months of age to examine the
course of development using a more sensitive measure than had been used in previous studies. The original developmental studies, conducted by Werker and Tees,32
used a “threshold” measure of performance, determining how many infants passed
threshold at each age. As shown in these early studies, a large number of infants
passed the threshold measure at both 6 and 12 months of age for native-language
contrasts. When nonnative contrasts were tested, large numbers of infants passed the
criterion only at 6 months of age; they failed at 12 months of age. The method allowed one to show either maintenance or decline in native-language abilities. However, the method used could not demonstrate growth. In other words, the method
used could not reveal whether infants listening to native-language contrasts demonstrated a pattern of developmental growth between 6 and 12 months of age. A pattern
of increasing performance over time would suggest that infants are engaged in some
other kind of learning process, a process that is not fundamentally subtractive in
nature.
Two new studies on developmental speech perception provide evidence that infants show developmental growth, rather than maintenance, during this developmental period. The pattern of growth is seen only for native-language contrasts. In two
studies, one conducted using American English /r/ and /l/ sounds and American and
Japanese infants at 7 and 11 months37 and one conducted using Mandarin Chinese
fricative-affricate sounds and American and Taiwanese infants,38 an identical pattern of findings was shown (FIG. 3). At 7 months, infants listening to native-language
sounds (American infants listening to English /r/ and /l/ or Chinese infants listening
to Chinese sounds) performed identically to infants for whom the contrast was foreign (Japanese infants on /r-l/ and American infants on the Chinese sounds). Both
were well above chance. At 11 months, a change occurred in both native and nonnative discrimination. Infants listening to their native contrast showed a significant
increase in performance, whereas infants listening to a foreign-language contrast
demonstrated a decrease in performance. The data on native-language perception did
not conform to a maintenance model. During this four-month window, infants appear
to be engaged in a remarkable period of learning, one not accounted for by a Skinnerian learning model.
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FIGURE 3. Results of two studies of infants’ developmental transition in speech
perception. Infants in (A) were tested in the United States and Japan on American English
sounds; infants in (B) were tested in Taiwan and the United States on Chinese sounds. In
both cases, infants showed a significant increase in native-language phonetic perception and
a decrease in foreign-language phonetic perception over time.

NEW THEORIES OF LEARNING
The data on infants demonstrated that during the first 12 months of life, infants
acquired an extraordinary amount of information describing their native language.
Infants’ abilities required another explanation, one that described how experience
could have such an effect. General learning theory had been dismissed as an explanation for language acquisition on logical grounds; it could not explain the facts of
language development.2 At present, however, learning models — though not Skinne-
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rian in nature — are at the center of current debates on language.10,34,35,39 What has
changed? The discoveries of the last decade go beyond the demonstration cited
above that something other than maintenance is going on. The studies demonstrate
that by simply listening to language infants acquire sophisticated information about
its properties. These findings have sent theorists back to the design board to create
new views of learning.
Three important organizing principles have emerged. First, infants show an extraordinary ability to detect patterns— regularities— in language input. They organize input to recognize similarities and form categories. Second, infants exploit
statistical properties of the input, enabling them to detect and use distributional and
probabalistic properties of the incoming signals. And third, infant perception is altered, literally “warped,” by exposure to language in a way that promotes perception.
Infants Are Pattern Detectors
Critical to language perception is the ability to recognize similarity among the
patterns spoken by different talkers in different contexts, a stumbling block for computer speech recognition.40 Infants demonstrate excellent skills at pattern recognition for speech. A number of studies have shown that six-month-old infants, trained
to produce a head-turn response when a sound from one category is presented (such
as the vowel /a/ in “pop”) and to inhibit that response when an instance from another
vowel category is presented (/i/ in “peep”), demonstrate the ability to perceptually
sort novel instances into categories.41 Infants at 6 months of age are readily trained
on this task (FIG. 4).
Data from studies of these kinds show, for example, that infants perceptually sort
vowels that vary across talkers and intonation contours after training with one example from each category (FIG. 5).42,43 Infants perceptually sort syllables that vary in
their initial consonant (those beginning with /m/ as opposed to /n/) across variations
in talkers and vowel contexts.44,45 Moreover, infants perceptually sort syllables based
on a phonetic feature shared by their initial consonants, such as a set of nasal consonants, /m/, /n/, and /N/, as opposed to a set of stop consonants, /b/, /d/, and /g/.44 Recent tests show that nine-month-old infants are particularly attentive to the initial
portions of syllables.46
Infants’ detection of patterns is not limited to phonetic units. More global prosodic patterns contained in language are also detected. At birth, infants have been shown
to prefer the language spoken by their mothers during pregnancy, as opposed to another language.47–49 This skill requires infant learning of the stress and intonation
pattern characteristic of the language (the pitch information shown in FIG. 2), information that is reliably transmitted through bone-conduction to the womb.50 Additional evidence that the learning of speech patterns commences in utero stems from
studies showing infant preference for their mother’s voice over another female’s
voice at birth51 and their preference for stories read by the mother during the last 10
weeks of pregnancy.52
Between 6 and 9 months, infants exploit prosodic cues to detect patterns related
to the stress or emphasis typical of words in their native language. In English, for
example, a strong/weak pattern of stress, as exhibited in the words “baby,” “mommy,” and “table,” is typical; whereas in other languages, a weak/strong pattern predominates. Infants tested at 6 months show no listening preference for words with
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FIGURE 4. Infants being tested in a speech perception task. In (A), infants focused
on the toys held by an assistant while a speech sound repeats from the loudspeaker on the
right. In (B), the speech sound was changed, and infants’ orienting responses were reinforced with the presentation of an animated toy positioned above the loudspeaker. Infants
enjoyed the reinforcer and learned to produce head turns whenever they perceived a change
in the sound.

the strong/weak as opposed to the weak/strong pattern, but by 9 months they exhibit
a strong preference for the pattern typical of native language words.53 Infants also
use prosodic cues to detect major constituent boundaries, such as clauses. At four
months of age, infants listen equally long to Polish and English speech samples that
have pauses inserted at clause boundaries as opposed to pauses inserted within claus-
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FIGURE 5. Performance on a vowel classification task by 6-month-old infants tested with the head-turn technique. Infants were trained to produce a head-turn to one of the
two stimuli, the /a/ vowel (as in “cot”), and not the other, the /ae/ vowel (as in “cat”) (A).
After training, 22 novel stimuli were presented to see which elicited head-turn responses.
The data show a high accuracy rate on the first presentation of the new stimuli (B).

es, but by 6 months, infants listen preferentially to pauses inserted at the clause
boundaries appropriate only to their native language.10,54
By nine months of age, infants detect patterns related to the orderings of phonemes that are legal for their language. In English, for example, the combinations zw
or vl are not legal, whereas in Dutch, they are permissible. By nine months of age,
but not at six months of age, American infants listen longer to English lists, whereas
Dutch infants show a listening preference for Dutch lists.55
Infants Exploit Statistical Properties of Language Input
One of the surprises of the last decade is the degree to which infants’ skills go
beyond perceptual organization. New research shows that infants exploit the statis-
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tical properties of the language they hear to identify likely word candidates. For example, transitional probabilities among syllables can be used as a strategy to identify
word candidates. This is important because, unlike written text, there are no breaks
between words. Within words, the transitional probabilities are high because the ordering of phonetic elements remains constant. In the word “potato,” for example, the
syllable “ta” follows the syllable “po” with a probability of 1.0. Between words, as
in the string “hot potato,” the transitional probability between the syllable “hot” and
“po” is much lower. If infants are sensitive to transitional probabilities across syllables and the asymmetries that occur within as opposed to between words, they may
recognize that points of high transitional probabilities are likely candidates for
words, while points of low transitional probabilities are the boundaries between
words. Goodsitt, Morgan, and Kuhl56 demonstrated that 7-month-old infants could
take advantage of transitional probabilities in artificial words.
Goodsitt et al.56 examined infants’ abilities to maintain the discrimination of two
isolated syllables, /de/ and /ti/, when these target syllables were later embedded in
three-syllable strings. The three-syllable strings contained the target syllable and a
bisyllable composed of the syllables /ko/ and /ga/. The arrangement of /ko/ and /ga/
was manipulated to change the degree to which they could be perceived as a likely
word candidate. Three conditions were tested. In (a), /koga/ was an invariantly ordered “word,” appearing either after the target syllable, /dekoga/ and /tikoga/, or before it, /kogade/ and /kogati/. In this condition, the transitional probability between
the /ko/ and /ga/ was always 1.0. If infants detect /koga/ as a unit, it should assist infants in detecting and discriminating /de/ from /ti/. In (b), the two syllables could either appear in variable order, either /koga/ or /gako/, reducing the transitional
probabilities to 0.3 and preventing infants from perceiving /koga/ as a word. In (c),
one of the context syllables was repeated (e.g., /koko/). In this case, /koko/ could be
perceived as a unit, but the basis of the perception would not be high-transitional
probabilities; the transitional probabilities between syllables in (c) remain low (0.3).
Transitional probabilities between /ko/ and /de/ are no higher in this case than in (b).
The results confirmed the hypothesis. In two experiments, 7- to 8-month-old infants were shown to exploit the transitional probabilities in the syllable strings, allowing them to discriminate the target syllables in condition (a) significantly more
accurately than in either (b) or (c), the latter of which showed equally poor discrimination (FIG. 6). This strategy has also been shown to be effective for adults presented with artificial nonspeech analogues created by computer.57
In further work, Saffran et al.39 directly assessed eight-month-old infants’ abilities to learn pseudo-words based on transitional probabilities using a listening preference technique. Infants were exposed to two-minute strings of synthetic speech
composed of four different pseudo-words, like “tibudo,” “pabiku,” “golatu,” and
“daropi,” which followed one another equally often. There were no breaks, pauses,
stress differences, or intonation contours to aid infants in recovering these “words”
from the strings of syllables. The question was whether or not infants picked up the
statistical regularities associated with the syllables contained in the words. During
the test phase, infants listened to four isolated words, two from the original set of
psuedo-words and two new words formed by combining the last syllable of one of
the original words with the two initial syllables of another of the original words, an
item like “tudaro,” formed with the last syllable of “golatu” and the first two of
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FIGURE 6. Performance on a statistical learning task by 7-month-old infants. Infants in the Invariant Order group, in which the transitional probabilities between syllables
were high, showed an advantage in performance.

“daropi.” Infants’ listening preferences showed that they detected the statistical regularities present in the original set of words by listening longer to the new words,
revealing a novelty preference. Studies show that this sensitivity is not due to infants’
calculation of raw frequency of occurrence, but to the actual probabilities relating to
the sequences of sounds.58
Additional examples of the computation of probability statistics have now been
uncovered. For example, nine-month-old infants detect the probability of the occurrence of the legal sequences that occur in English.59 Certain legal combinations of
phonetic units (two consonants) are more likely to occur within words while others
occur at the juncture between words. The combination “ft” is more common within
words while the combination “vt” is more common between words. Nine-montholds were tested with CVCCVC items that contained embedded CCs that were very
frequent in English or with CCs that were infrequent in English. Infants tested in the
listening preference paradigm were shown to listen significantly longer to the lists
with the frequent within-word CCs embedded in them. However, when a prosodic
cue signaling a word boundary was inserted into the sequences, either a half-second
pause inserted between the two consonants or a weak/strong stress pattern synthesized instead of the strong/weak pattern that is typical for English, infants’ listening
preference switched to the sequences with the between-word CCs embedded in
them.59
Taken collectively, these studies reveal infants’ recognition of patterns contained
in linguistic input and their ability to perform certain statistical analyses on that input. From the standpoint of theory, these forms of learning clearly do not involve
Skinnerian reinforcement. Caretakers do not manage the contingencies and gradually, through reinforcement strategies, shape the pattern detection and statistical analyses performed by infants when they engage in this kind of learning. Infants do this
naturally and automatically. The learning engaged in by infants acquiring language
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is also not well described by a selectionist model. The knowledge acquired by infants
does not appear to derive from innately given options, with language input serving
merely to maintain or produce atrophy in existing mechanisms. Rather, the process
is characterized by a detailed analysis of language input using strategies that reveal
the predictable patterns of variation in native language.
Language Experience Warps Infant Perception
Ambient language experience not only produces a change in infants’ discriminative abilities and listening preferences, but also results in a “mapping” that alters
their perception. A research finding that helps explain this is called the perceptual
magnet effect. The magnet effect is observed when tokens perceived as exceptionally
good representatives of a phonetic category (“prototypes”) are used in tests of speech
perception.26,60–63 Many behavioral26,60,62,64,65 and brain66–69 studies indicate that
native-language phonetic prototypes evoke special responses when compared with
nonprototypes from the same phonetic category.
The notion that categories have prototypes stems from cognitive psychology.70
Findings in that field show that the members of common categories show a graded
structure such that some members of the category are more representative than others (a robin is a prototype of the category bird; an ostrich is not). Prototypes of categories are easier to remember, show shorter reaction times when identified, and are
often preferred in tests that tap our favorite instances of categories (see Kuhl26,62 for
discussion).
The speech tests on infants demonstrated that when tested with a phonetic prototype, as opposed to a nonprototype from the same category, infants showed greater
ability to generalize to other category members.26,61 The prototype appeared to
function as a “magnet” for other stimuli in the category, in a way similar to that
shown for prototypes of other cognitive categories.70–73
Moreover, the perceptual magnet effect depends on exposure to a specific language.63 Six-month-old infants being raised in the United States and Sweden were
tested with two vowel prototypes, an American English /i/ vowel prototype and a
Swedish /y/ vowel prototype, using the exact same stimuli (FIG. 7A), techniques, and
testers in the two countries. American infants demonstrated the magnet effect only
for the American English /i/, treating the Swedish /y/ like a nonprototype. Swedish
infants showed the opposite pattern, demonstrating the magnet effect for the Swedish /y/ and treating the American English /i/ as a nonprototype (F IG. 7B). The results
show that by six months of age, perception is altered by language experience.
Infants’ perceptual representations of speech in turn alter speech production. In
humans (as in songbirds; see Doupe and Kuhl74 for comparisons), sensory representations of speech serve as a guide for the motor production of speech. In the laboratory, our studies demonstrate that 15 min of listening experience is sufficient in a 20week-old baby to induce vocal imitation of vowels.75 These data suggest that perception and action are deeply connected at an early age and that infant babbling is
not idle play. Babbling and the auditory stimulation it provides allow infants to map
the relationship between speech motor movements and sound, a requirement for vocal imitation.
Categorical perception and the perceptual magnet effect make different predictions about the perception and organization underlying speech categories and appear
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FIGURE 7. Results of a cross-language study demonstrating an effect of linguistic
experience in 6-month-old infants. (A) Infants in two countries were tested with two vowel
prototypes (and their variants), English (/i/) and Swedish (/y/). (B) Results demonstrated
that infants showed greater generalization (a greater PME, or perceptual magnet effect) to
variants around prototypes contained in their native language.

to arise from different mechanisms.76 Interestingly, comparative tests show that, unlike categorical perception, animals do not exhibit the perceptual magnet effect.26,62
In adults, the distortion of perception caused by language experience is well illustrated by a study on the perception of American English /r/ and /l/ in American
and Japanese listeners. The /r-l/ distinction is difficult for Japanese speakers to perceive and produce; it is not used in the Japanese language.77,78 In the study, Iverson
and Kuhl79 used computer-synthesized syllables beginning with /r/ and /l/, spacing
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FIGURE 8. Results of tests on the perception of American English /r-l/ sounds by
American and Japanese listeners. (A) Equal physical distances were created between syllables varying in Formants 2 and 3. (B) Perceptual distances as revealed by multidimensional scaling showed that American listeners perceived two distinct categories with a boundary
between them. (C) Perceptual distances perceived by Japanese listeners were very different.
In both cases, linguistic experience warps perception.

them at equal physical intervals in a two-dimensional acoustic grid (FIG. 8A). American listeners identified each syllable as /ra/ or /la/, rated its category goodness, and
estimated the perceived similarity for all possible pairs of syllables. Similarity ratings were scaled using multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques. The results provide a map of the perceived distances between stimuli— short distances for strong
similarity and long distances for weak similarity. In the American map (FIG. 8B),
magnet effects (seen as a shrinking of perceptual space) occur in the region of each
category’s best instances. Boundary effects (seen as a stretching of perceptual space)
occur at the division between the two categories.
The experiment has recently been completed with Japanese monolingual listeners, and the results show a striking contrast in the way the /r-l/ stimuli are perceived
by American and Japanese speakers (FIG. 8C). The map revealed by MDS analysis
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is totally different — no magnet effects or boundary effects appear. Japanese listeners
hear one category of sounds, not two, and attend to different dimensions of the same
stimuli. The results suggest that linguistic experience produces mental maps for
speech that differ substantially for speakers of different languages.36,64,79
The important point regarding development is that the initial perceptual biases
shown by infants in tests of categorical perception,12,13,15–17 as well as asymmetries
in perception seen in infancy,80,81 produce a contouring of the perceptual space that
is universal. This universal contouring soon gives way to a language-specific mapping that distorts perception, completely revising the perceptual space underlying
speech processing.63
A model reflecting this developmental sequence from universal perception to language-specific perception, called the Native Language Magnet (NLM) model, proposes that infants’ mapping of ambient language input warps the acoustic
dimensions underlying speech, producing a complex network, or filter, through
which language is perceived.36,38,82 The language-specific filter alters the dimensions of speech we attend to, stretching and shrinking acoustic space to highlight the
differences between language categories. Once formed, language-specific filters
make learning a second language much more difficult because the mapping appropriate for one’s primary language is completely different from that required by other
languages. According to NLM, infants’ transition in speech perception between six
and twelve months reflects the formation of a language-specific filter.
In summary, the studies on speech learning, demonstrating that infants detect patterns, extract statistical information, and have perceptual systems that can be altered
by experience, cannot be explained by recourse to Skinnerian reinforcement learning. This is a different kind of learning, one ubiquitous during early development. Its
study will be valuable beyond what it tells us about language learning.
Are the new learning strategies observed for speech domain-specific? Research
on cognitive development confirms the fact that categorization,83 statistical learning,84 and prototype effects85 are not unique to speech. Further tests need to be done
to determine the constraints operating on these abilities in infants using linguistic
and nonlinguistic events. What about animal tests? Thus far, the data suggest differences between animals and man on these kinds of learning. For instance, monkeys
do not exhibit the perceptual magnet effect.62 Animals do show some degree of internal structure for speech categories after extensive training,24 but studies have not
examined whether the perceptual magnet effect would be spontaneously produced in
an animal after 6 months of experience listening to language, as seen in human infants. Similarly, animals are sensitive to transitional probabilities,86 but it has yet to
be determined whether an animal would spontaneously exhibit statistical learning
after simply listening to language, as human infants have been shown to do. It is unlikely that animals would demonstrate these feats of unprompted learning. Empirical
tests can resolve the issue.
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
One of the puzzles of language development is a behavior exhibited by adults
when they talk to their children. As discovered by linguists and anthropologists in
the early 1960s, parents in many of the world’s cultures use a special speaking style
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when addressing their infants and young children. This form of speech has been
dubbed “motherese” or “parentese.”87,88 Motherese is easily recognized because of
its unique acoustic signature. Infant-directed utterances have, from an acoustic
standpoint, a unique prosodic structure. It is characterized by a higher pitch, slower
tempo, and exaggerated intonation contours. Measurements of infant-directed
speech show that adults increase their habitual pitch by at least an octave and that
the sing-song intonation contours contained in these signals are universal.89,90
Motherese is used by mothers as well as fathers, and also caretakers who are not
themselves parents.91
Whereas early anthropologists and linguists noted the unique prosodic pattern
contained in motherese, it was only recently that we discovered that motherese
speech is also modified at the phonetic level, in a way that aids infant learning. These
data suggest a much more important role for infant-directed speech than was hypothesized by either of the historical theorists.
In the recent study, women were recorded while speaking to their two-month-old
infants and to another adult in the United States, Russia, and Sweden.92 Mothers
used the vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/ in natural exchanges with their infant and with the
other adult. The women were recorded, and their speech was analyzed spectrographically. The results demonstrated that the phonetic units of infant-directed speech are
acoustically exaggerated. The acoustic components of the /a/, /i/, and /u/ vowels
were altered such that the acoustic differences between them were stretched. This resulted in a greater acoustic area encompassing the vowel space (FIG. 9). Exaggerating speech in this way resulted in clearer sounding words, words that were more
distinct from one another. The data demonstrated that all women of all cultures used
an expanded vowel triangle when speaking to their infants. The expansion produced
by mothers was substantial. It increased the area of the vowel space by a factor of
2:1, a factor that substantially increases the “working space” that speakers use when
addressing young children.
Mothers’ speech has been measured in many languages, including Mandarin Chinese, a language that uses pitch (or tone) to change the meaning of a word. In
English, the pitch of the word does not change its meaning, but specifies the mood
of the speaker or whether the speaker is asking a question or making a statement. In
Mandarin Chinese, a change in pitch can signal a change in the meaning of the word.
We therefore wondered whether Chinese mothers would exhibit the motherese pattern. Our initial experiments confirmed that Chinese mothers spoke motherese to
their infants and children.90 In a very recent study,93 we extended that finding to confirm not only that Chinese mothers expand their vowel spaces when addressing children, but, more surprisingly, that they also expand the range used for the four tones
of Mandarin Chinese when addressing their infants (FIG. 10). This finding suggests
that motherese is a very general strategy that involves the exaggeration of the critical
features in speech when addressing children.
Two questions frequently asked by parents, and relevant to theory, are: Why do
we do this? And, is it of any consequence to the child?
Addressing the relevance issue first, the consequences to the child may be considerable. First, there is strong evidence from studies of typical and atypical speakers, that is, speakers with dysarthria, cerebral palsy, and amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, that exaggerated speech, as measured by the size of the vowel triangle in
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FIGURE 9. Motherese. American, Russian, and Swedish mothers speaking to their infants (solid lines) as opposed to other adults (dashed lines) exaggerated the formant frequencies and produced clearer speech.

these studies, is a strong predictor of higher speech intelligibility.94 That is, a larger
vowel space results in clearer speech.
Clear speech makes words more discriminable for infants, it highlights the critical acoustic parameters employed in the infant’s native language, and it provides
“prototypical” phonetic units to infants. Recall that work in our laboratory suggests
that “prototypical” phonetic units aid infants’ organization of speech categories.63
It is also relevant that, when given a choice, infants prefer to listen to motherese
speech over adult-directed speech. Infants allowed to choose (by turning their heads
one way or another) turn on the voices of mothers talking to infants.95 Further studies revealed that infants’ preference is dictated by the exaggerated pitch contours of
the motherese speech.
Mothers addressing infants also increase the variety of exemplars they use, behaving in a way that makes mothers resemble many different talkers, a feature that
has been shown to assist category learning in second-language learners.96 In recent
studies, language-delayed children show substantial improvements in measures of
speech and language after listening to speech altered by computer to exaggerate phonetic differences.97,98 Taken together, the results suggest that what adults do when
talking to children makes a difference. This represents a change in theoretical perspective with regard to the role of motherese in language acquisition.
Turning to the second issue: What makes adults speak motherese? Adults are unaware of the adjustments they make when talking to children. When the phenomenon
is pointed out to them, adults are often embarrassed, inquire why they do it, and ask
whether it is good for their children.
Motherese may simply be one manifestation of a general listener-oriented communication system that evolved to focus on listeners. That is, if speech evolved to
allow us to communicate information, adequacy is defined by the listener.99 Speakers may have learned to automatically adjust their speech to meet the needs of the
listener. A parallel that has not to our knowledge been drawn before, but one that we
think apt, is the well-known “Lombard effect.”100 The Lombard effect is an automatic adjustment in the loudness of speech that speakers produced to counteract back-
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FIGURE 10. Mandarin Chinese tone in motherese. Taiwanese mothers speaking
Mandarin Chinese to their infants (bottom) as opposed to other adults (top) exaggerate the
tones used to convey meaning in Chinese.

ground noise. We all speak more loudly at a cocktail party when the background
noise can be very high. Another example of this is that speakers listening to music
over headphones increase the level of their voices (to the annoyance of listeners
around them), typically without realizing that they are doing so.
The tendency to produce motherese may thus involve the same kind of unconscious adjustment to speech that is necessary to communicate with the listener. This
framework would predict that speakers constantly adjust their speech (their vowel
space areas, for example) to take into account the need for clarity in given situations.
When giving a lecture, for example, for which clarity is critical, vowel spaces are
likely quite large as we attempt to communicate with those whose understanding is
not guaranteed. To friends and family in routine situations, our vowel spaces may
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shrink considerably, as the communicative goal is more likely met with less effort.
If this framework is correct, then “motherese” may not be a special adaptation for
infants and children, but part of our biological tendency to speak as clearly as the
situation demands. The prosody of motherese may play a different role than the exaggerated clear speech we have been describing. The raised pitch of motherese attracts infant attention and also conveys affection, and may be used as an acoustic
hook for infants; whereas the exaggerated phonetic units of motherese may play an
instructive role.
Of some import to this conception is the anecdotal information that in some cultures, mothers and fathers seldom speak directly to (or look directly at) their preverbal infants. Among the Kawara’ae of the Solomon islands, for example, it has been
reported that mothers speak to infants only indirectly.101 In New Guinea, Kaluli
adults are said seldom to speak to preverbal infants.102 Babies of Kawara’ae and Kaluli would be expected to hear a great deal of ambient language, but not language
that is addressed to them directly. It is therefore unlikely that infants would hear
motherese. Unfortunately, there are no acoustic data to examine and no data on language development in these cultures.
It has also been reported that there is no special prosodic register for babies and
young children among American Indians speaking Quiche Mayan.103 A raised vocal
pitch in this culture is a general sign of deference and is not used with infants. It
would be theoretically interesting if the voice pitch aspect of motherese, the affective, social aspect of the signal, is relatively less important than the exaggeration of
the phonetic units. We know, for example, that people addressing their pets use pitch
increases typical of motherese, but do not produce exaggerated vowels.104 This suggests that the exaggeration seen in motherese is produced only when we have an expectancy about the listener’s (eventual) ability to understand language.
An interesting hypothesis for future research is that the exaggerated clear speech
produced when adults address children actually enhances language learning. To
date, no studies have been undertaken to test this hypothesis. Ultimately, future experiments will establish the amount and kind of language input required for language
learning in children.
NEUROSCIENCE
The tools of modern neuroscience are being used to address issues in language
processing in ever-increasing numbers. Measures being used include event-related
potentials (ERP),105,106 microelectrode recordings,107 and magnetoencephalography (MEG),108 as well as metabolic studies such as positron emission tomography
(PET)109 and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).110,111 All of these
methods are providing valuable information about language processing. One general
finding stemming from these studies is that a much larger number of brain areas appear to be involved in language-processing than previously thought, areas that go
well beyond classic Brocca’s and Wernicke’s areas (see Dronkers, Pinker, and
Damasio112 and Doupe and Kuhl74 for summaries). These data are consistent with
the results of studies of patients’ lesions and suggest that there is not one unified area
for language generation, but that different cortical systems subserve different aspects
of language processing and may be activated in parallel.
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Brain imaging is also providing important new evidence regarding phonological
processing. What can the brain tell us about the complex mapping between sound
and meaning that transpires at this level? Is there evidence regarding the brain structures responsible for the failure of Japanese adults and 11-month-old infants to discern the very prominent acoustic differences between American English /r/ and /l/,
or the failure of American adults and 11-month-old infants to discern the difference
between Chinese
and
. Do brain studies reveal hemispheric specialization
for speech and the age at which it is first observed?
A growing number of studies not only confirm the behavioral findings on speech
previously reviewed, but also extend them in interesting ways. There are four areas
in which brain studies have advanced our understanding: (a) developmental perception, (b) laterality, (c) adult brain plasticity, and (c) developmentally delayed
populations.
Developmental Changes in Perception: Effects of Linguistic Experience
Studies using the mismatched negativity (MMN) response, a component of eventrelated potentials (ERPs), have proven highly successful, even in infants as young as
6 months of age.82,113 The MMN response is an electrophysiological brain response
elicited by a change in a repetitive auditory stimulus. The MMN response in adults
has been studied extensively by Näätänen and his colleagues in Finland, who have
shown that the generators involve sources in both supratemporal auditory cortex and
frontal cortex and that the response is generated automatically in the absence of focal
attention. (See Näätänen114 for review; see also Näätänen and Picton.115)
In contrast to behavioral paradigms, infants and adults can be tested while they
are engaged in another activity, such as reading a book or watching television or a
movie. In our laboratory, babies are tested while watching a puppet show or “toy
waving” by an assistant. During the tests, parents are seated in a comfortable chair
in a quiet room with their infants on their laps. Infants are distracted by the puppets
or toys while the electrical recordings are being made. Babies wear a soft cap with
the electrodes embedded in it and seem unaware that anything unusual is going on
(FIG. 11A). Continuous waveforms are recorded from 19 electrode sites, using the
standard 10/20 international system, while auditory stimuli are presented from a
loudspeaker.
To conduct the tests, one speech syllable, for example, /la/, serves as the standard
(85% probability) and the other, for example, /ra/, as deviant (15% probability). This
is very similar to the listening situation used in the head-turn task previously described, with the exception that infants are not attending in the ERP task. A block of
1100 stimuli are presented, first 500 trials of the standard and deviant, then 100 deviants alone, then 500 more trials of standard and deviant. The MMN response is obtained by subtracting the averaged waveforms for each subject under two conditions:
(a) the average of the standards and (b) the average of the deviants in the context of
the standard. The difference wave, calculated by subtracting the two waveforms, reveals the MMN response, a negative peak that has its onset at about 225 msec
(FIG. 11B).82,113
Recent studies have focused on the extent to which the MMN response shows experience-related changes, the extent to which it is elicited by speech more potently
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FIGURE 11. Infants’ responses to speech being tested using event-related potentials. Infants wore a cap with the electrodes embedded inside (A) and listened to speech
while their brain waves were recorded. The presentation of a novel syllable in a string of
repeated syllables elicited the mismatched negativity, or MMN, response (shaded area) (B).
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in the left as opposed to the right hemisphere, and the extent to which it differs in atrisk infants.
Regarding learning and the effects of experience, studies on adults and infants
now verify that the MMN response reflects the effects of linguistic experience. In
infants, initial studies confirm that the developmental changes in phonetic perception observed in behavioral experiments is mirrored in infant MMN measures.116
These studies suggest that the MMN response is present in 6-month-old infants for
both native and nonnative contrasts, but that by 12 months of age, the MMN response to the nonnative contrasts is no longer present. These results correspond to
the results obtained in adults using native and nonnative phonetic contrasts and more
sophisticated MEG techniques to measure the magnetic equivalent of the MMN response, the mismatched magnetic field (MMF). Studies conducted in Finnish-speaking adults,68,117 English-speaking adults,118 and Japanese-speaking adults119 show
essentially the same pattern. This indicates that infants’ MMN patterns, while showing some differences when compared to those of adults, nonetheless confirm the developmental change that is so striking in behavioral tests.
Laterality for Speech
In addition to the confirmation that the transition in phonetic perception can be
observed in brain measures, MMN and MMF studies are providing valuable information on hemispheric specialization. For example, the adult phonetic-perception
experiments conducted on Finnish,68,117 English,118 and Japanese119 people, cited
previously, all demonstrated greater left- than right-hemisphere activity for nativelanguage phonetic signals. More generally, a broad range of studies solidly support
the primacy of the left hemisphere over the right in processing a variety of language
stimuli in adults, although the specific areas activated by any particular kind of stimuli, for example, word processing or phonological processing, can vary substantially
across studies. (See Raichle120; Posner and Raichle109; Poeppel121; and Demonet,
Price, Wise, and Frackowiak122 for reviews.)
Imaging studies in adults also dramatically demonstrate the lateralized processing
of speech versus nonspeech signals.123,124 For example, Zatorre and colleagues123
examined phonetic as opposed to pitch processing using PET scans. The study employed speech signals that varied both phonetically and in their fundamental frequencies. Subjects had to judge the final consonant of the syllable in the phonetic
task and the pitch (high or low) of the identical syllable in the pitch task. The results
showed that phonetic processing engaged the left hemisphere, while pitch processing
of the same sound engaged the right. Thus, the same stimulus can activate different
brain areas depending on the dimension to which the subjects attend, providing powerful evidence of the brain’s specializations for different aspects of stimuli.
While the conclusion that the left hemisphere subserves language is incontrovertible, the origin of that functional separation of the hemispheres is currently unclear.
Two views have attempted to explain the functional separation. The first, proposed
by Tallal and colleagues,125,126 is that the left hemisphere specialization derives
from a general tendency for the left hemisphere to engage in processing of brief,
temporally complex properties of sound, of which speech is a subset.127 Data in support of this claim derive from studies of dyslexic persons who fail on both speech
and nonspeech tasks that involve rapidly changing spectral cues98,125 and from stud-
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ies of nonhuman animals that show cortical lateralization for a variety of cognitive
functions, especially auditory processing of complex acoustic signals.128 Alternatively, a second hypothesis argues that the left hemisphere specialization is due to
language itself: The left hemisphere is primarily activated not by general properties
of auditory stimuli, but by the linguistic significance of certain signals.129,130 A variety of evidence supports this view, the most dramatic being from studies of deaf
persons whose mode of communication involves sign language. This is a manual–
spatial code that is conveyed visually, information typically thought to involve righthemisphere analysis. A number of studies, using lesions, event-related potential
methods, and PET, confirm that deaf persons process signed stimuli in the left hemisphere regions normally used for spoken language processing.131–134 Such studies
suggest that speech-related regions of the left hemisphere are well suited to language-processing independent of the modality through which it is delivered.
Given that the modality of language dominance can be specified by experience,
an important question from the standpoint of development is when the left hemisphere becomes dominant in the processing of linguistic information. A variety of
kinds of evidence, including lesions in children135–139 and behavioral studies140–143
(see Best144 for review) as well as work using ERP methods,67,82,145 suggests the
bias toward left-hemisphere processing for language may not be present at birth, but
develops rapidly in infancy. In a recent study, Dahaene-Lambertz146 demonstrated
in tests on 4-month-olds that while speech and nonspeech demonstrated distinct topographies, both signals produced greater MMN activation in the left hemisphere.
Experience with linguistically patterned information may therefore be required to
produce a differentiation of the hemispheres. (See Doupe and Kuhl74 for a comparison of laterality for song in songbirds and speech in humans.) Moreover, the input
that is eventually lateralized to the left hemisphere can be either speech or sign, indicating that it is the linguistic or communicative nature of the signals, rather than
their specific modality, that accounts for the eventual specialization. Finally, regardless of how early a bias for lateralization appears, it may be susceptible to deprivation of auditory input early in life.134,147
Brain Plasticity and Language: Is There a Critical Period?
There is no doubt that children learn language more naturally and efficiently than
adults, a paradox given adults’ superior cognitive skills. The question is, Why?
Language acquisition is often cited as an example of a “critical period” in development, a learning process that is constrained by time or factors such as hormones,
that are outside the learning process itself. The studies on speech (as well as those on
birds acquiring bird song; see Doupe and Kuhl74) suggest an alternative.39,82 The
work on speech suggests that later learning may be constrained by the initial mapping
that has taken place. For instance, if learning involves the creation of mental maps
for speech, as suggested by Kuhl’s NLM model, it likely “commits” neural structure
in some way.63,79 Neural commitment to a learned structure may interfere with the
processing of information that does not conform to the learned pattern. In this view,
initial learning can alter future learning independent of a strictly timed period.
Support for the neural commitment view comes from two sources, secondlanguage learning and training studies. When acquiring a second language, certain
phonetic distinctions are notoriously difficult to master both in speech perception
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and in production, as shown, for example, by the difficulty of the /r-l/ distinction for
native speakers of Japanese, even after training.11,78,148,149 The hypothesis is that,
for Japanese people, learning to process English requires the development of a new
map, one more appropriate for English. New training studies conducted by our laboratory group in collaboration with the MEG researchers at Nippon Telephone and
Telegraph in Tokyo suggest that training which capitalizes on a natural strategy,
“motherese,” may provide the best method of teaching a second language. These
studies have obvious practical value and also provide some evidence supporting a
“neural commitment” view.
Support for this view derives from experiments on the effects of linguistic experience using MEG. We examined 10 Japanese subjects’ perception of English /ra/
versus /la/ in comparison to that of 10 American subjects.150 Behavioral measures
included identification and discrimination of the speech syllables. While subjects
listened, MEG recordings were made. Results from two representative individuals
are shown in FIGURE 12. The MEG equivalent to the mismatch negativity, the MMF
responses, was significantly larger for the American subjects (FIG. 12A). Moreover,
the results demonstrated a left-hemisphere dominance for American subjects, indicating that significant linguistic processing was involved. In contrast, Japanese listeners showed a bilateral mismatch negativity pattern that was dominated by the
right hemisphere (FIG. 12B). We interpret the study to mean that Japanese listeners
were analyzing the patterns in terms of their auditory properties, whereas American
listeners were responding to the signals as language.
In a follow-up training study, we asked whether Japanese listeners could be
trained to respond to the the /r/ and /l/ stimuli as linguistic signals.151 Taking our cue
from the “motherese” studies, Japanese listeners heard acoustically modified /ra/
and /la/ syllables, stimuli with greatly exaggerated formant frequencies, reduced
bandwidths, and extended durations, like those produced by mothers. Listeners also
heard many different talkers, and the syllables were presented in many different
vowel contexts. No explicit feedback was presented; the listeners presented the stimuli to themselves via computer, and their progress was measured every 50 presentations. Listeners progressed through the training program in 12 sessions. The
behavioral data revealed a significant improvement in identification of these nonnative speech stimuli. Correspondingly, the MEG results showed enhanced mismatch field responses in the left hemisphere and reduced activities in the right
hemisphere.
These initial results suggest that the parameters of motherese may provide an excellent training method for second-language learning. The three parameters of greatest interest are the following: (a) The dimensions critical to the prosodic and
segmental aspects of the language are exaggerated; (b) listeners are provided numerous instances of the critical information in an unsupervised learning situation; and
(c) many talkers provide that information, giving an opportunity for the full variability of speech to be experienced, which may in turn enhance the ability to mentally
represent categories of information providing listeners with multiple instances spoken by many talkers. In studies of second-language learning, these features have
been shown to be more effective training methods. (See Kuhl36 for review.) Taken
together, the studies show that feedback and reinforcement are not necessary in this
process; listeners simply need the right kind of listening experience.152,153 Exagger-

FIGURE 12. Magnetoencephalographic recordings of the MMF in American and Japanese listeners show the mismatched negativity response in the left hemisphere in response to American English /ra/ and /la/ in the American listener, but not in the Japanese listener. (A) Responses to the standard stimulus (light dashed line) and the deviant stimulus (light solid line) were subtracted to produce a difference wave (bold
line) that peaks at about 200 msec, revealing the MMF. (B) Contour maps indicate that the sources of greatest activity are in the left hemisphere for
the American listener and in the right hemisphere for the Japanese listener.
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ated acoustic cues, multiple instances by many talkers, and mass listening
experience— features that motherese provides infants — may represent a natural
way to learn a language.
Early in life, infants have no trouble acquiring more than one language. This may
be due to the fact that interference effects are minimal. We presume they acquire two
separate “maps,” one for each language. Anecdotal evidence suggests that infants
exposed to two languages do much better if each parent speaks one of the two languages, rather than both parents speaking both languages. This may be the case because it is easier to map two different sets of phonetic categories (one for each of the
two languages) if they can be perceptually separated. A second language learned later in life (after puberty) may require another form of separation between the two systems to avoid interference. Data gathered using fMRI techniques indicate that adult
bilinguals who acquire both languages early in life activate overlapping regions of
the brain when processing the two languages, while those who learn the second language later in life activate two distinct regions of the brain for the two languages.108
This is consistent with the idea that the brain’s processing of a primary language can
interfere with the second language. The problem is avoided if both are learned early
in development.
Developmentally Delayed Populations
Increasing evidence exists, from both behavioral and brain studies, that developmentally delayed populations, including children with autism,154 dyslexia,155–159
and specific language impairment, have a great deal of difficulty processing the
sounds of human speech.160,161 This initial inability to process the building blocks
of language may greatly restrict infants’ abilities to acquire higher levels of language. Infants’ early strategies to map language are seen as providing a “bootstrap”
approach to the higher levels of language.162 Infants who cannot accomplish this initial step in language-processing may be further impaired as they attempt to process
higher-order language units. Interestingly, studies in which children between 8 and
12 years of age with confirmed language disorders associated with dyslexia were
treated with speech that greatly exaggerated the acoustic features of speech in a
mass-practice computer game over many sessions demonstrated impressive improvements across a broad array of language measures.97,98
These results suggest a fundamental principle: Early measures of speech discrimination of the building blocks of speech, the consonants and vowels that make up
words, should strongly correlate with later language measures. Recent studies by our
laboratory team confirm this hypothesis.93,163 In this longitudinal study, early speech
discrimination data were obtained from American infants tested with nonnative vowels (Finnish /u/ vs. /y/) at 6 months of age using the head-turning technique. Nonnative vowels were used to reduce the effects of experience on infants’ initial headturn performance. At three successive ages, measurements of communication and
language development were gathered using the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (CDI). These measures were assessed when infants were 13, 16, and
24 months old. The results demonstrated strong correlations between speech discrimination in infancy and later language development. The strong correlations were
shown consistently across different ages in the second year of life (for 13, 16, and 24
months, r = 0.70, 0.470, and 0.656, respectively). This longitudinal study, exploring
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the relation between infants’ capacities of speech discrimination and early communicative development, provides the first evidence that the development of speech perception may serve as an indicator of later communicative development.93,163
Perception of the building blocks of language, the consonants and vowels that make
up words, may thus be the earliest measure of infants’ eventual success at learning to
communicate through language. Such measures may lead to early intervention programs among children at risk for normal language development.

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATICS
Computer simulations of intelligent behavior, from chess playing to speech understanding, have been a goal of work in artificial intelligence for many years. The
goal of such simulations was not to mimic the methods humans use to achieve the
goal. Rather it was to succeed at the task. Computers could play chess differently
than humans, and computers attempting to understand speech (a problem thus far unsolved) could employ different methods than humans, as long as the machine mastered the task.
This framework is changing, however, as computer scientists and informatics
specialists are using computational approaches to try to mimic natural biological
learning. Computers using biological approaches are now attempting to mimic a variety of feats shown by infants in the acquisition of language. Artificial neural networks are being used to model psychological results. Successful examples include a
self-organizing neural network, modeled after a Kohonen164 network, to replicate
the perceptual magnet effect seen in speech,165 a sensory-motor speech articulation
device named “DIVA” that incorporates a direct link between speech perception and
production and learns by “babbling,”166,167 a temporal recurrent network (TRN) that
replicates infants’ pickup of the serial and temporal information in speech as shown
in statistical learning,168 and an abstract recurrent network (ARN) that mimics infants’ abilities to perceive abstract structure in natural and artificial languages.169,170
An interesting aspect of the self-organizing systems designed by Guenther and
the temporal and abstract recurrent networks designed by Dominey is that they are
biologically inspired. Guenther’s approach to the modeling used to generate the perceptual magnet effect is fashioned after map formation in auditory cortex, and his
DIVA model is motivated by known physiological links between auditory and motor
cortex in cortical language areas. Dominey’s approach uses neuropsychological evidence from studies of patients with Parkinson’s disease.
In my laboratory, we are approaching infant learning of the vowel systems of their
languages using a neural network.171,172 In this work, we examine the hypothesis
that children can acquire vowel systems based purely on the input they receive, as
long as the input mirrors what infants actually hear (i.e., motherese). The computer
model is based on the Kohonen neural network, which mimics certain aspects of biological neural systems. The network learns a so-called equiprobable distribution of
its input neurons. This means that each neuron has an equal probability of being activated by an input, resulting in more neurons clustering around more frequent inputs. The classification behavior of the network can then be tested using the
population vector, a measure of the average activation of the neurons in the network.
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The population vector for a given input tends to be biased in the direction of high
densities of neurons, effectively implementing classification behavior.
The unique feature of this artificial learning system is that it will compare learning with motherese speech as opposed to adult-directed speech. We hypothesize that
learning a vowel system from adult-directed utterances will prove much more difficult due to the well-known fact that adult speakers reduce their articulations in casual, rapid speech. As reviewed previously, adult speakers do not show the stretched
vowel space characteristic of the exaggerated utterances used in motherese.92 The
motherese and adult-directed speech samples are those recorded during natural conversations in the previous study.92 These samples came from women in three
countries — Sweden, Russia, and the United States— and were recorded while the
women addressed their young infants and another adult. The Russian, English, and
Swedish speech samples will be used as input to the machine. These languages represent an interesting sample from the range of vowel systems that are used in human
languages: Russian has five vowels, English has nine, and Swedish approximately
sixteen. The experiments will provide an answer to whether or not an artificial learning system, without a priori knowledge, can derive the vowel system of a natural language by exposure to utterances designed for language learners. Will the Russiantrained network derive the vowels of Russian as opposed to Swedish, and vice versa?
Moreover, the experiments will test the extent to which motherese facilitates the
learning process.
Biologically inspired computer simulations are new and represent an interesting
influence of developmental cognitive science on computational modeling. Only time
will tell whether the answers machines provide will advance our understanding of
how children learn, but the initial results look promising.
CONCLUSIONS
Cross-disciplinary work on language is changing our views of the acquisition
process. Once considered an activity that began when infants learned their first
words at about one year of age, language learning is now a phenomenon that begins
as soon as infants hear language. Experiments on infants, along with data from cultural anthropology, neuroscience, and computer science and informatics, have revised our view of how language is acquired. The laboratory studies demonstrate that
during the first year of life, infants employ strategies to “map” language that are surprising and unpredicted by historical views. By simply listening to ambient language, infants acquire information about the phonetic units employed by their
language and the rules for combining sounds into words. They discover likely word
candidates by statistically analyzing the serial and temporal aspects of language input, and they are attuned to surface structure components that categorize words by
grammatical class. Infants accomplish this before understanding or producing a single word, and before conceiving of the fact that objects and events in the world are
named. Much of infant learning has been shown to be computational. The learning
that ensues in the early period before speech alters infants’ perceptual systems, and
this enhances the processing of a specific language. Data, originally derived from
cultural anthropology studies, reveal that the unconscious speaking style that we use
when addressing infants and children, “motherese,” not only appears to be preferred
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by infants, but also is argued to be beneficial to learning. Brain-imaging studies demonstrate that language-specific processing activates the left hemisphere and that
training that capitalizes on motherese is effective in teaching foreign-language processing. Biologically inspired learning networks are now being tested with natural
language input to determine whether machines can derive the categories of language
as infants do. Whether these divergent results will produce consilience cannot yet be
known, but preliminary findings hold great promise.
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